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“Merenda have supplied us
specialist veneer edgebanding for

a large number of projects where

specified matching veneer edges

were required to match facing

panels. We have found them to be

extremely professional at all times

and flexible to our changing

requirements. They are very easy

to deal with and communication

throughout the project was

excellent. “

The edging supplied has varied in
species and complexity from non-

standard cuts to short grain

versions. They have always

delivered the material to us on

schedule and on budget with the

quality always being excellent

which I know is something they

are very conscious of being one of

the main manufacturers of veneer

furniture components in the

British Isles.

“I HAVE WORKED ONMANY PROJECTS WITH MERENDA
OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS INCLUDING PROJECTS AT THE
DUMONT IN LONDON. MERENDA HAVE PROVEN TO BE
EFFICIENT, TRUSTWORTHY AND DELIVERY FOCUSED ON
ALL PROJECTS. THEY ARE GOOD, CONSCIENTIOUS

SUPPLIERS WHO DELIVER A QUALITY PRODUCT ON TIME,
WITHIN BUDGET. THEREFORE “I HAVE NO HESITATION IN

RECOMMENDING MERENDA FOR ANY TYPES OF
EDGEBANDING AS MENTIONED ABOVE.”

Seamus McMullan

Purchaser, Specialist Joinery



What is it

Merenda Surface offers a bespoke veneer
solution for any furniture component that

may exist within a space; whether itʼs for wall

panelling, doors, gables, door frames,

doorsets, or kitchen cabinets- if itʼs got a

surface Merenda can veneer it.

Why choose us

Many companies do not have the facilities or
the expertise in processing veneer- Merenda

do! We have spent the last 30+ years in

resolving design led challenges around

veneer. We are known within the industry as

experts in natural veneer and also specialise

in using dyed veneers like Tabu and Alpi.

Value

We can take a difficult design specification
and resolve it by offering a bespoke veneer

solution. Our clients appreciate the flexibility

of Merenda products that allow many

different veneer components to seamlessly

join together for an exceptionally high-end

finish to their projects. Through doing this,

we take the specialist pain away, problem

solve complex veneer joinery issues, helping

them save significant time and money.
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Also Supplied - Veneer layons to match

the edgebanding


